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D E O LO,  KA L I M P O N G


Summit Calangute Resort & Spa is a holiday destination that provides guests with peace and 


tranquillity. The hotel is located in the heart of Goa, 1.0 km from Calangute Beach. This hotel is 


in a fantastic location, so you can discover everything this lovely state has to offer. With its 


natural surroundings and rich cultural heritage, Summit Calangute Resort & Spa provides 


guests with a holistic experience. The rooms are spacious, allowing guests to unwind after a 


long day at the beach or one of the many other attractions in Goa.


Next to Dharwadkar Nursing Home, Near Dolphin Circle, Dongorpur, Calangute, Goa 403516


Front Office:  +91 80695 77770  |  Reservation No:  +91 83 8887 7888 


NO OF KEYS: 78


Deluxe Room with Private Balcony  |  Premium Room with Private Balcony


Family Room with Private Balcony  |  King Suite with Private Balcony


Room Categories


5 MINS WALK FROM
CALANGUTE BEACH


NEPALI THAKALI
SPECIALITY RESTAURANT


ALL ROOMS
EQUIPPED WITH AC


ALL ROOMS
WITH BALCONY


BANQUET HALL
FOR 150 PEOPLE


2 ROOFTOP
SWIMMING POOLS







guest reviews


Summit hotel is the best I had ever experienced rooms and 
the food and rooms are the besttt in Goa summit 


Calangute is best hotel and thanks for the great service in 
the hotel thankyou so much ....Rashmi adhikari


PRIYA UPADHAYA


Good hotel.... awesomeness interms of service and food was 
absolutely good. The reception person Surendra was very 
helpful throughout our stay..our stay was memorable and 


and pleasant...would like to visit again


ANUJ RAWAT


Best experience I have been done in this hotel...food was amazing and the 
service was excellent I am really very very very happy ..and the receptionist 


were so good and help me so much .. Rashmi , adhikari.. thank you so much I 
will visit here again' ... thanks for the excellent service.....all the team of 


summit Calangute


NILANJAN PRAMANIK






